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Rotating Machine Quilting Tools 
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Template 

 Remove assembled Baptist Fan template 
from package.  

 To remove cap, slide sideways to break 
magnetic connection.  

 Lift template off anchor post. Remove 
wafer. 

 Remove stabilizing pin and 
anchor post from quilted square. 

One tool does it!  

 The TopAnchor Quilting templates rotate 
around stationary anchor post  

 Fastens on top of the quilt near stitching 
area. No need to reach under quilt or walk 
behind the frame. 

 Work completely at front of machine 

 Nothing under the quilt to hinder stitching 
operation  

 No additional templates or tools required 

 Continuous line stitching possible with less 
tie offs 

 Move template around and fasten in different 
areas to put arcs just where you want them 

 Make designs in any direction 

Baptist Fan 
 

Rotating 
Machine Quilting  

Template 

Watch demonstration videos on youTube  
TopAnchor Quilting channel  

Wafer 



Walk stitches 
over previous line 

Continuous line  
stitching pattern for  

Baptist Fan  
(EVEN number of arcs) 

Begin 
stitching 

 

Watch demonstration videos on  
TopAnchor Quilting channel  

on youTube or Facebook 
before using rotating templates. 

Stitch arcs 
in any 

direction 

Figure 2 

Figure 1  

 
Directions for using anchor post 

and stabilizing  pin 

Stabilizing pin 

Baptist Fan 
Machine Quilting Template 
 

USE WITH EXTENDED BASE TABLE  
 

 Works best with quilt slightly tighter in frame 

 Move ruler foot and tool together without stitching 
to become familiar with motion, and then stitch 
slowly until you are comfortable using this 
template.  

 Use one hand to control template, one hand to 
control hopping foot movement. Do not push ruler 
foot with template, or template with ruler foot; 
move them both together.  

 

Position the template over the anchor post and 
lay flat against the fabric. The tops of the 
template and the anchor post will be even.  
Snap cap in place over the anchor post and 
template. 
Move template so that ruler foot is seated in a 
notch.  

Maintain slight physical 
contact between the 
template and the ruler 
foot while stitching. 
  
Use a light touch to hold 
the template steady near 

the ruler foot to prevent vibration.  
 

Start on one side and stitch to end of line, move 
template to one side and ‘walk’ stitching to 
beginning of next line (next notch). Move 
template back into place, stitch next line. Repeat 
for complete pattern.  
 

To remove template from quilt, slide cap to the 
side to break magnetic connection and remove. 
Lift template up and off anchor post; remove 
wafer and stabilizing pin, then tilt front edge of 
post down and move backwards and up until the 
prong is out of the fabric. 

Placement detail 

Hold anchor post with the prong pointing 
down to the fabric (Figure 1). Lower post, 
piercing fabric with prong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gently rotate rear edge of anchor post back a 
little further than level, then bring back up to 
level and pull slightly forward in a scooping 
motion to seat prong (Figure 2).  
 
 
 
 

 
 
The prong will be seated in the fabric 
underneath the post with the point of prong 
visible on top of fabric.  
 

Insert stabilizing pin into fabric under anchor 
post prong, and then back up to top of fabric 
(see photo above). Both ends of stabilizing pin 
will be on top of fabric.   

 

Adjust so that ends of both pin will be covered 
by the template and are away from ruler foot 
and needle. Slide wafer under anchor post and 
over prong & pin. 

prong 


